Candidate statement

Candidate Name
Nicole LoSasso

Seat qualifications
Based on my stakeholder status within the SORO NC boundaries, I am applying for the following Board seat:

Zone Representative (Resident homeowner or tenant)

For resident seats: please select your NC Zone.

Zone 5

Candidate statement

In one or two lines, tell us a little about yourself.
I believe that serving your community is a blessing and reward. I believe I have the energy, enthusiasm and skills to help support and continue the good work the SORONC does.

What is your stake in SORO?
As a 2 year resident and homeowner in the area, and feel compelled to help my community in any way possible. I find the communication and outreach to our community from the SORONC inspirational, which is why I'm running to be part of this amazing group.

What is your favorite thing about this community?
The residents in this community are kind and thoughtful, but also powerful and focused. The recent defeat of the Verizon Cell Tower in our neighborhood was very inspiring, when community comes together great things can happen.

Five years from now, how might SORO be different, and how would you help make that happen?
Whether it is the changing landscape from the Great Streets project or the changes to the businesses along Venice, we will be given a chance to really shine a light on our amazing part of this city. The evolving landscape will present challenges but also great opportunities and I would love the chance to help our community shape that landscape.

What are your strongest skills and leadership qualities, and how will they be an asset as a Boardmember?
I have been in some type of organizational role my entire career whether it be in entertainment business or news. I am highly organized, I prefer to multitask, a list maker and problem solver by training and personality. I currently manage support to 140 people daily and hope I can use those same skills to support our community.